All the answers can be found in the
Eclectech Gallery, there are no trick
questions. Where you see a smiley icon
take a selfie in front of the answer for
extra points
Start at the Photography Area!
GOOD LUCK!

 Grab a selfie with your choice of background (extra points for using props!)
Name the make and model of the camera made in Scotland.

__________________________________________________________________________________

Find the pink booklet. What’s it for? Write down the initials printed on the front:

There’s a handwritten receipt from a famous maker of lovely teacakes nearby, when was the bill
paid?

Find the motorcycle manual. What model & year is it for?

 In 1885 a medal was awarded for travelling 100miles in 9 hours on which vehicle? Who made
this uncomfortable journey?

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Find the pig which doesn’t look anything like a pig but is in the same case as a pig!
What does it do & what it is made from?

There are fairies to be found in this case? Which company produced a range which featured fairies
within the design? How many sides does our example have?

Here’s a bright idea…find whatever would make things much, much brighter. What is it and where
was it made?

__________________________________________________________________________________

What does the Pink Pifco Princess do?

How many “cassette tapes” are on display?

 There’s a vinyl album on display, what’s the band called?

What was the special occasion that the TV set was bought for?
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Among the saddlery tools, there’s a wild animal. What is it called and what is it for?

Whose is the big wooden chest and when was it made?

Who was the medieval ring made for?

 How many masts and funnels has the Queen Mary model?

Seath’s Shipbuilders were based in what South Lanarkshire town?

How many bicycles are on display (count very carefully!)

Take your sheet back to your friendly receptionist and be ready to show off any selfies you took!
The penalty for sneaky cheating is a solo performance of “GillyGilly Ossenpfeffer” in the café (Don’t worry if you don’t
know it, we’ll teach you it!)
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